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Your comment: I have just scrolled through an entire page of rules and laws that seem somewhat
designed or created to discourage normal people like myself from commenting. Are there truly this
many rules and changes coming out that the public needs to comment on for you to decide what to do.
Are none of these just common sense type rules that should already be implemented to protect the
general public and retail investors. I am going to comment randomly on all of them. I will not address
the particular rules because it's seems like a waste of time. Rather I am going to leave you with
questions you should answer. How did retail investors know that inflation was not transitory. There is a
whole sub Reddit group that talked about this for months on end predicting that a. Inflation would be
coming and that b. It would be anything but transitory. Are you truly that terrible at your job that people
who are not privy to the wealth of statistics and information that you have are able to do your job
infinitely better. Are you perhaps negligent in your job and possibly aligned with malicious entities that
do not have the best interest in mind when it comes to the American people and retail investors. Please
do your jobs. Please do what you were created to do. Retail investors and the American people are not
going anywhere. They are not going to capitulate and they are not going to let the FED,the SEC,
politicians, money makers and hedge funds get away with highway robbery again. Do the right thing.
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